Week 3

Objective:
Learn more about investments

Day 1:
- Define *investment strategies*.
- Talk about the factors in an investment strategy. Make a list of things to consider when putting together an investment strategy (inflation, risk, growth, interest rates, etc.).
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.

Day 2:
- Discuss different places that can help you make an investment (stock broker, advisor, internet, TV, radio, etc.).
- Discuss different types of investments that can be made (stocks, mutual funds, bonds, etc.).
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.

Day 3:
- Do research on the stock you chose to plot on your line graph. Pay attention to the way the stock increased and decreased in the past. Make a hypothesis on how you think the stock you chose will act in the next week based on previous data and the data you have collected over the last week.
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.
Week 4

Objective:
Learn more about economic systems

Supplies Needed:
- “Economic Systems and Macroeconomics: Crash Course Economics #3”
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B43YEW2FvDs

Day 1:
- Define economic system.
- Watch “Economic Systems and Macroeconomics: Crash Course Economics #3”
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B43YEW2FvDs
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.

Day 2:
- Discuss that to have an economic system we need to answer three questions: What will we produce? How will we produce it? And who gets it?
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.

Day 3:
- Research and understand what a planned economy entails.
- Discuss what countries use a planned economy and why that may be the case.
- Plot on the line graph the stock you chose.